PATENT LAW INTERVIEW PROGRAM
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY CHICAGO SCHOOL OF LAW

2004 PROGRAM TIMETABLE

FEBRUARY 17  Deadline for students to turn in their Registration Forms to THEIR Career Services offices

MARCH 17  Mailing sent to registered schools, including the:
1. List of interviewing employers
2. Packet of employer information for each registered student, including:
   -- NALP forms
   -- Interview Request Forms indicating the technical backgrounds they will allow
3. Preference Sheet & Unavailable Time Sheet for students to complete
4. Hotel and airline information

APRIL 7  Deadline for student Preference/Unavailable Time Sheets and RESUMES to Loyola
NO EXCEPTIONS!

MAY 24  Deadline for employers to submit selection and alternate lists of students for interviews

EARLY JULY  Schedules sent to students, schools and employers

JULY 4  Deadline for students to cancel any interviews or entire schedule

AUGUST 5-7  18th ANNUAL PATENT LAW INTERVIEW PROGRAM